The ability to produce consistent material properties across a single or series of platforms, particularly over time, is the major objective in metal additive manufacturing (MAM) research. If this can be achieved, it will result in widespread adoption of the technology for industry and place it into mainstream manufacturing. However, before this can happen, it is critical to develop an understanding of how processing parameters influence the thermal conditions which dictate the mechanical properties of MAM builds. Research work reported in the literature of MAM is generally based on a set of parameters and/or the review of a few parameter changes, and observing the effects that these changes (i.e., microstructure, mechanical properties) have. While these articles provide results with some insight, there lacks a standard approach that can be used to allow meaningful comparisons and conclusions to be made concerning the optimization of the processing variables. This study provides a template which can be used for making comparisons across DED platforms.
Introduction
The past few decades have provided great improvement in metal additive manufacturing (MAM) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , but the consistency of the fabricated components' properties continues to be a matter of concern. MAM components undergo thermal cycles that are unique from other fabrication options. Large thermal gradients can occur, where the temperature can vary between 40 • C and 1000 • C within a short distance (mm's) in the build, and it can also experience rapid solidification (~10 3 -10 8 K/s) [6, 7] . To evaluate the effect of these unique thermal cycles seen in MAM, empirical methods are often used to correlate thermal cycles to a set of processing parameters, without grasping the complexity of the essential foundations of these effects (i.e., what role does the heat input have on solidification). This kind of approach in the evaluation of observed results is further compounded by the variety of MAM systems available, with each system having particular nomenclatures and frameworks for operational use. In addition to this, there is the issue of selecting the appropriate material and knowing what the influences of composition and or/the physical characteristics of the powders (powder shape, powder distribution, average powder size, oxide content, etc.) can have on processing parameters. Recently, several articles [4, 5] have captured the latest information on the challenges facing directed energy deposition (DED). The main challenge remains having appropriate measurement tools and calibrated processes to better define a common nomenclature in which all interested parties can work from. Again, efforts have been made and are assisting in the advancement, but without a comprehensive look at the fundamental aspects, it is difficult to make significant improvements that can lead to widespread adoption.
This study provides a better understanding of the processing parameters as they relate to their influence on the thermal conditions that correlate to microstructure and microhardness. What is not really known is the minimum energy required to produce an "acceptable" build. Here, we define "acceptable" as a sample that has mechanical properties which are good or better than wrought with minimal porosity. Approaching it from an energy standpoint rather than processing parameters enables a standardization process that moves beyond systems and looks at the total outcome. This paper is a first step in understanding how the processing parameters and the associated energy are interrelated.
Recently, the authors in [8] developed an approach to create normalized energy processing diagrams for MAM that can provide a priori knowledge of the microstructure. The process maps contain isopleths of normalized equivalent energy density (E * o ) that show the ranges of acceptable microstructures. The concept of normalized equivalent energy comes from the ratio of dimensionless volumetric heat input per scan line to the dimensionless hatch spacing [8] . This tool is a great starting point as it enables comparisons across system platforms. As such, this concept is used in this study to develop a design of experiments that is traceable to an energy metric.
With this energy metric in mind, it is important to define what the critical processing parameters are and see what process control mechanisms can help yield the necessary property outcomes. To avoid creating a new nomenclature and causing further confusion, it is important to look at previous work. In 2006, the authors of [9] demonstrated that process control could be achieved for DED by monitoring the IR-temperature signal during the process. In their study, three groups of thin walls of 316L were deposited under three different processing conditions: (1) different laser powers, (2) constant set-values, and (3) path-dependent set-values. The process control with a path-dependent set-value ensures a nearly constant melt pool size and solidification conditions, resulting in a homogeneous microstructure, hardness, and a high dimensional accuracy of the deposited sample. While this study was limited to thin walls, it demonstrated that with the appropriate cooling conditions, it is possible to obtain consistent microstructures so long as it is possible to control the heat input. In 2007, the authors of [10] studied the ratio of optimal parameters of layer thickness and power input (P in ) per unit travel speed (T s ) for selective laser melting (SLM). It was shown that the greater the ratio of P in :T s is, the larger the re-melted line (called "vector") is. This work experimentally showed that there is a limit to the amount of energy one would like to deposit per unit layer so as to minimize the re-melting during subsequent layers. This is the powder bed fusion (PBF) approach used to understand the importance of energy balance when creating layers. They studied the P in :T s ratio as a fundamental metric and it appears to be an effective linear strategy to optimize thin wall features. The work carried out in this present study provides the same insight, but with respect to DED and large multilayer deposited samples.
In 2010, the authors of [11] showed that optimal scanning parameters (laser scan speed, laser power, and capillary instability of segmental cylinders) in the PBF process are a function of the thickness of the deposited powder. They also demonstrated that at higher laser powers, the range for optimal scanning speed that can be utilized is larger, but that the range narrows as the thermal conductivity of the metal increases. They later looked at the P in :T s ratio as a function of the layer thickness and determined an experimental limit for this relationship. They found a strong negative correlation between the thermal conductivity of bulk material and the range of optimal scanning speed (the speed in which a continuous track with penetration to substrate can be achieved). This gives a guideline for understanding the impact of the powder flow rate, since in LENS, this parameter plays an important role in determining the optimal scanning speed for the DED process.
In [12] , the authors claimed that laser output power and laser travel speed played significant roles in determining the final dimensions of the deposited components. In [13] , the authors, through a semi-empirical model, demonstrated that in order to eliminate porosity in LENS builds, the linear mass density (i.e., the optimal mass deposition per unit time) should not exceed a maximum level. The maximum level of linear mass density that should not be exceeded is the ratio of the powder flow rate (dm/dt) to laser velocity (dl/dt), which is defined as the optimal linear mass density. In this paper, there is a limit not to be exceeded, which is the ratio of the powder feed rate to travel speed [P f :T s ], and this ratio represents the maximum amount of powder which can be deposited per unit length of laser travel at a given laser power setting.
In 2015, the authors of [14] studied the microstructure and mechanical properties of DED for 316L stainless steel (SS) and their dependence on thermal history. They observed that finer microstructures are achieved when there are longer local time intervals, enabling higher cooling rates. This paper shows that for the geometries built, a consistent fine cellular substructure was achieved in part by having cooling at the base of the plate in addition to the controlled powder feed to travel speed ratios, limiting the heat input. The results obtained in this paper agree with what was found in [7, 15] and confirm that the mechanical properties would be similar to those reported. Now, the main focus is to highlight the design of experiments and the necessary steps that are required to achieve these repeatable results for the large samples built over a period time (in this study, it was over two years). This way, others can review this material, repeat the process, and share their results and provide feedback on the process established in this article.
Design of Experiment for Repeatable Results
As described in [16] , one of the first issues that must be dealt with prior to making any builds is the quality of powder. They concluded that if your initial powder contains porosity or large void/particle size ratios, then your final builds will also have similar porosity issues. As such, to perform this work over a long period of time (~two years), a large quantity of gas atomized stainless steel micro-melt 316L (17.9% chromium, 70.5% Iron, 9.3% Nickel, 0.3% Silicon, 0.3 Sulfur, 1.8% Manganese) was purchased. This powder (−140 + 325 mesh; log-normal size distribution) is used in all the reported experimental data unless noted otherwise. Figure 1 shows a sample taken with our HITACHI TM-1000 scanning electron microscopy (SEM), illustrating that the particles are generally spherical with smaller satellite particles attached (i.e., cohesion of particles during the solidification in the atomization process). gives a guideline for understanding the impact of the powder flow rate, since in LENS, this parameter plays an important role in determining the optimal scanning speed for the DED process. In [12] , the authors claimed that laser output power and laser travel speed played significant roles in determining the final dimensions of the deposited components. In [13] , the authors, through a semi-empirical model, demonstrated that in order to eliminate porosity in LENS builds, the linear mass density (i.e., the optimal mass deposition per unit time) should not exceed a maximum level. The maximum level of linear mass density that should not be exceeded is the ratio of the powder flow rate (dm/dt) to laser velocity (dl/dt), which is defined as the optimal linear mass density. In this paper, there is a limit not to be exceeded, which is the ratio of the powder feed rate to travel speed [Pf:Ts], and this ratio represents the maximum amount of powder which can be deposited per unit length of laser travel at a given laser power setting.
As described in [16] , one of the first issues that must be dealt with prior to making any builds is the quality of powder. They concluded that if your initial powder contains porosity or large void/particle size ratios, then your final builds will also have similar porosity issues. As such, to perform this work over a long period of time (~two years), a large quantity of gas atomized stainless steel micro-melt 316L (17.9% chromium, 70.5% Iron, 9.3% Nickel, 0.3% Silicon, 0.3 Sulfur, 1.8% Manganese) was purchased. This powder (−140 + 325 mesh; log-normal size distribution) is used in all the reported experimental data unless noted otherwise. Figure 1 shows a sample taken with our HITACHI TM-1000 scanning electron microscopy (SEM), illustrating that the particles are generally spherical with smaller satellite particles attached (i.e., cohesion of particles during the solidification in the atomization process). All the builds were performed on a LENS 850 M system in which the deposition head moves in x and y directions and the build plate moves in the z direction (see Figure 2) . Two custom built, in-situ process monitoring devices were utilized for this work: one has the capability to measure powder flow in real time [17] , and the other can monitor the energy density during builds [18] . These devices were part of a larger study taking place at NIU's Advanced Research of Materials and Manufacturing (ARMM) Lab on process monitoring and property control for MAM [19] , which was sponsored by NIST MSAM. An in-situ acoustic emission sensor in the LENS monitored the powder flow as a All the builds were performed on a LENS 850 M system in which the deposition head moves in x and y directions and the build plate moves in the z direction (see Figure 2) . Two custom built, in-situ process monitoring devices were utilized for this work: one has the capability to measure powder flow in real time [17] , and the other can monitor the energy density during builds [18] . These devices were part of a larger study taking place at NIU's Advanced Research of Materials and Manufacturing (ARMM) Lab on process monitoring and property control for MAM [19] , which was sponsored by NIST MSAM. An in-situ acoustic emission sensor in the LENS monitored the powder flow as a function of time (Figure 2 ), and in this way, the mass flow rate could be independently tracked during the build [17] . The presence of the sensor is critical to determining the appropriate powder flow since the powder flow has a strong influence on the balance of the available energy. Figure 2 . Schematic of LENS set-up with AE sensor for powder flow and power measurement calorimetric system (PMCS) utilized to monitor net heat input, among other things. Deposition head moves in x and y directoins and build plate moves in z direction. Top right is the output data from the power measurement calorimetric system (PMCS), which provides the integrated energy (kJ) as the sample is being built. This information provides a metric for future process control.
As described in [18] , the power measurement calorimetric system (PMCS) has the ability to measure things like net heat input and the energy transferred during MAM processing, which allows for a very accurate calculation of energy of the build process (see top right corner of Figure 2 ). Furthermore, efficiencies of the MAM processes can be calculated as in [19] , which can contribute to a greater understanding of the resultant metallurgical properties of various build parameters. Previous studies [9, 20, 21] show the importance of controlling and utilizing net heat input for additive manufacturing, particularly for modeling and simulation. Heat input is known as the amount of energy that is transferred to the base metal by a source of energy per unit of weld length. It can be expressed as:
and so net power P net is defined as: P net = k P in (2) where P in is the input power generated by the energy source in Watts (i.e., laser) and P net is the net power transferred to the substrate in Watts. Another important parameter that is often estimated is the thermal efficiency 'k', which defines the percentage of P in transferred to the substrate, and finally T s is the travel speed of the energy source.
With this definition, we can now see the importance of measuring P net . In addition to its measurement, it is also shows how important the thermal efficiency is in determining net power. Therefore, the influence of P net is difficult to overlook, at a constant travel speed, and P net (rather than P in ) is directly responsible for all physical and metallurgical changes in metal being deposited, including bead shape, bead integrity (i.e., porosity), metallurgical characteristics (i.e., microstructure), and mechanical properties (i.e., hardness). With respect to modeling and simulation, P net is a critical variable that can help in the prediction of thermal conditions; weld pool characteristics; weld geometry, integrity, and properties; and distortion.
The ability to directly measure and know P net is therefore necessary to improve the overall capabilities of metal additive manufacturing. Finally, although not the main focus of this paper, it now creates a direct connection to the concept introduced in [8] , which is to use something like the normalized equivalent energy density (E * o ) to help define a priori the outcomes of the build. In this work, measured energy density and net heat input from the calorimeter are used to qualify DOE results. As such, it is important to note that all the tests carried out in this study had an energy measurement associated with it and provided another metric that helps define the repeatability of our DOE.
The aim was to develop a universal procedure that any powder delivered DED user could follow, and the concept was to create a matrix of powder feed to travel speed ratios. This matrix was modified as needed; however, literature has shown that studies have been performed between 300 W-1000 W, so the idea was to start at a power level in the median range of approximately 645 W. Table 1 shows the experimental matrix set up for this study. Column three shows a range of travel speeds from 127 to 1143 mm/min. Column four then shows the adjusted powder flow rate in g/min for each travel speed so that a consistent powder flow to travel speed ratio can be achieved with each bead. It is important to note that with the in-situ powder flow monitoring, we can detect any deviations from the intended powder flow and as such, all values measured were within the intended scope of these ratios. Intuitively, one can recognize that there will be a potential optimized region within this matrix at a given power level. Our aim was to find out what this optimized parameter set was for an input power (nominal) of 645 W. This means that on the LENS machine, the power level was set to 645 W. This nominal power was utilized since this is the common practice within the literature; here, it is defined as P LENS . As such, a total of 90 beads were built by producing 10 beads at each travel speed with the adjusted linear mass density (ratio of powder feed rate P f to travel speed T s ) ranging from 0.007 to 0.025 g/mm. It should be noted that all beads were 20 mm in length and all measurements were done at the midway point taking that as a steady state for equal comparison. Table 1 ). A series of laser power measurements (using a Molectron PM5 power meter) were taken before and after builds to determine the actual input power, which for at P LENS = 645 W, the actual power measured was~470 W (P in ), and these are shown in Table 2 . Knowing the actual absorbed laser power is important so that when we perform our energy analysis, we can account for the amount of energy actually absorbed during the build. Once the 90 beads were built, it was then necessary to characterize the quality of the individual beads to determine which parameter setting(s) yielded the best result. The determination of what was considered as the best result yielding an "ideal" bead is described below.
From a historical context, it is possible to utilize the welding industries perspective to define the shape of the bead since it is well known that it will determine the quality of the weld. The LENS process creates a melt pool while delivering powder to the substrate at this melt pool, which solidifies in a very short period of time. As such, utilizing the contact angle relationship described below is applicable. A contact angle of less than 90 • causes the bead to spread over the surface. Spreading over the surface will fill the gaps between two neighboring beads, which helps decrease the porosity between beads. One can argue that this is also true in AM, but not much work has been done to define what is required. For this study, we define the idealized shape of beads by calculating the contact angle using (3) (see Figure 3) :
where h b is the total height of the bead, w is the width of the bead, and θ is the contact angle [13] . The contact angle is an important parameter for controlling porosity. This definition is used because there is no porosity at an optimal linear mass density [13] . It was also observed that this optimal linear mass density increases with an increase in the laser travel speed. Experimentally, the observations in this study showed that at a specific linear mass density (P f /T s ratio), porosity was at a minimum (less than 1.1%). However, by increasing the powder feed rate, the contact angle increases, which results in an improper bead geometry, causing gas entrapment between the beads and increasing the porosity. Vickers hardness was also selected as another criteria for bead selection. Maintaining a uniform hardness is critical to the process selection for MAM. As described in both [6, 7] , there is a fine cellular substructure that is seen when 316L is used in MAM; as such, our beads should have this fine cellular substructure which has been shown to provide a higher than normal microhardness when compared to wrought 316L [7] . As we move to the larger builds, the goal is to control the size of the grains and ensure that we can generate a predominant formation of this fine cellular substructure in our builds. Experimental work started with the single bead analysis. To summarize the physical characteristics considered, the cross-sectional area (see Figure 3 ) of each bead was analyzed for the following conditions: (a) contact angle θ that is no larger than 110 • ; (b) Vickers hardness (>220 HVN); (c) distribution of fine cellular substructure; and (d) porosity. With these criteria in mind, when possible, an "ideal" bead was selected from each travel speed within the 90-bead experiment.
In addition to the process parameters and P f /T s ratio, with this experimental design, the aim is to have another metric based on the energy of the process to provide a complete picture. As mentioned in [8] , they introduced the concept of a normalized equivalent energy density E * o that shows ranges of acceptable microstructures. Essentially, at higher values of E * o , this means that the process parameters utilized will lead to an excessive heat input which will lead to things like cracking and or swelling. The opposite is true at lower values of E * o , meaning there is not enough energy to melt and or fuse the powder, which will generate porosity. Looking at the work done in [8] , it shows that for PBF, there is a range for an acceptable microstructure in 316L between E * o = 2 to 4. Figure 3 . Schematic of single bead analysis to determine optimal bead shape as defined by and the depth to height ratio.
Experimental work started with the single bead analysis. To summarize the physical characteristics considered, the cross-sectional area (see Figure 3 ) of each bead was analyzed for the following conditions: (a) contact angle that is no larger than 110°; (b) Vickers hardness (>220 HVN); (c) distribution of fine cellular substructure; and (d) porosity. With these criteria in mind, when possible, an "ideal" bead was selected from each travel speed within the 90-bead experiment.
In addition to the process parameters and Pf/Ts ratio, with this experimental design, the aim is to have another metric based on the energy of the process to provide a complete picture. As mentioned in [8] , they introduced the concept of a normalized equivalent energy density * that shows ranges of acceptable microstructures. Essentially, at higher values of * , this means that the process parameters utilized will lead to an excessive heat input which will lead to things like cracking and or swelling. The opposite is true at lower values of * , meaning there is not enough energy to melt and or fuse the powder, which will generate porosity. Looking at the work done in [8] , it shows that for PBF, there is a range for an acceptable microstructure in 316L between * = 2 to 4. While this normalized equivalent energy density will be confirmed for this study, it should be noted that one of the metrics utilized in this study can be measured in-situ and that is the associated measured energy (that is total energy measured during build of sample, Figure 2 ). In [18] , the concept of net heat input and the measured energy were described and the results are given in [19] . During builds, the results from the calorimeter were recorded and several outputs were analyzed and are discussed later. They are laser energy transfer efficiency (%), net heat input (J/m), and measured energy (kJ); this last value is measured directly from the calorimeter (see top right corner of Figure 2 ), while the others are calculated based on this data and help bring another perspective to the processing parameters. While further work needs to be done in this area, and is not the main scope of this article, it can be said that experimentally, there appears to be significance in the data obtained from the calorimeter and that it could provide a better understanding of processing parameters for MAM.
Once the single beads were carefully vetted and selected based on all these parameters described above, the aim was to see if this relationship would remain for larger multilayered builds. This is another point of departure from the literature that typically looks at single wall builds. An example of a multilayer sample using the selected Pf:Ts ratio is shown in Figure 4 . For each build number, a set of three samples of the size 12.2 × 16.5 × 28.6 (W × H × L) cubic mm's was built and these samples were then analyzed with the same criteria. While this normalized equivalent energy density will be confirmed for this study, it should be noted that one of the metrics utilized in this study can be measured in-situ and that is the associated measured energy (that is total energy measured during build of sample, Figure 2 ). In [18] , the concept of net heat input and the measured energy were described and the results are given in [19] . During builds, the results from the calorimeter were recorded and several outputs were analyzed and are discussed later. They are laser energy transfer efficiency (%), net heat input (J/m), and measured energy (kJ); this last value is measured directly from the calorimeter (see top right corner of Figure 2 ), while the others are calculated based on this data and help bring another perspective to the processing parameters. While further work needs to be done in this area, and is not the main scope of this article, it can be said that experimentally, there appears to be significance in the data obtained from the calorimeter and that it could provide a better understanding of processing parameters for MAM.
Once the single beads were carefully vetted and selected based on all these parameters described above, the aim was to see if this relationship would remain for larger multilayered builds. This is another point of departure from the literature that typically looks at single wall builds. An example of a multilayer sample using the selected P f :T s ratio is shown in Figure 4 . For each build number, a set of three samples of the size 12.2 × 16.5 × 28.6 (W × H × L) cubic mm's was built and these samples were then analyzed with the same criteria. Table 2 shows the processing parameters that were chosen for the selected beads from the 90-bead DOE for this study. These beads were chosen to represent a range of powder feed to travel speed ratio across (Pf:Ts Ratio) the PLENS 645 W power setting. Based on the criteria described above, the Table 2 shows the processing parameters that were chosen for the selected beads from the 90-bead DOE for this study. These beads were chosen to represent a range of powder feed to travel speed ratio across (P f :T s Ratio) the P LENS 645 W power setting. Based on the criteria described above, the optimized bead at each travel speed had a linear mass density (P f :T s Ratio) between 0.011-0.013 g/mm (see column 5, Table 2 ). Based on this observation, two beads were selected with a linear mass density at 0.011 and 0.013 g/mm (the selected beads are identified as builds #36 & 55, respectively). In order to confirm the performance of the P f :T s Ratio concept, three more build numbers were chosen: Two samples that had a higher than ideal P f :T s Ratio (builds #7 & 10) and one that had a lower than ideal P f :T s Ratio (build #81). Only one from the lower than ideal ratio was possible to build for comparison. This was mainly due to the fact that porosity was hard to control at the higher travel speeds. It would be expected that the higher and lower ratios from the "ideal" condition would not yield good results. Let us recall that identifying and maintaining a proper P f :T s Ratio (i.e., linear mass density) is critical to producing repeatable structures. The concept of not exceeding a linear mass density to avoid porosity was introduced and discussed in [13] , but there was no clear direction as how to clearly define what the "ideal" conditions are to ensure a repeatable build beyond what was achieved. In this work, by intentionally choosing parameter conditions that were perceived outside the "ideal" setting, it is possible to confirm if this P f :T s Ratio concept can provide a metric that can be utilized for future work. With this in mind, the samples shown in Figure 4 were built as mentioned and sets of three samples were built for each build number.
Results and Discussion

In order to observe the microstructure, the three samples built (shown in Figure 4 ) per build number were cut at the midsection (see Figure 4 section A-A) so as to represent a steady state during the build process. The microstructure was characterized using our SEM and a Moticam 2000 CCD connected to an Olympus PMG3 microscope. The standard method for microscopy observation that was used is based on the ASTM standards for samples. The samples were mounted and polished to 1 micron and etched with a 10% Oxalic acid compound using an electrolysis technique at 6 volts from 10 to 15 s [22] . The microhardness was measured with a Mitutoyo hardness testing machine with a force of 0.2 Kgf and a 10 s dwell time. It should be noted that measurements were taken at other locations along the build direction as part of our larger study, and the results were the same as those presented here in the midsection A-A (see Figure 4) . Afterwards, the cross sections of the samples were mounted, grinded, and etched (see Figure 5 ). Vickers hardness measurements were carried out on the cross-sectional area of each of the three samples built per build number. As shown below (see Figure 5 ), nine independent microhardness measurements (three in each section-top, middle, and bottom) were taken on the cross section of the as built samples.
The general conditions of the multilayered builds for the selected beads are described below and representative microstructures are shown later. All the multilayered samples are left in the as-built conditions. As described in [15] , it is possible to see that our samples have elongated grains in the direction of thermocapillary convection from the melt pool and heat dissipation (see Figure 6) . Additionally, the EBSD performed on the as built 316L shows there is no preferred orientation. These grains range from 100-400 µm, which are made up of the fine cellular subgrains that are between 2-5 µm in size, which is in agreement with observations made in [7] . The microstructures of the representative P f :T s ratios are shown in Figures 7-9 . These clearly show the importance of controlling this ratio and how it has an influence on the final microstructure. Looking at the 508 mm/min travel speed (build #36, Figure 7) , it is possible to see a mixture of the fine cellular subgrain structure and elongated grains, giving an average microhardness of 227 + 9 (see column 6, Table 3 ). With an increase in travel speed to 762 mm/min and at a P f :T s Ratio of 0.011 g/mm, a similar structure is seen and also yields an average Vickers hardness of 229 + 11 (see column 6, Table 3 ). Recalling that our target range for P f /T s was between 0.011-0.013 g/mm, both the builds #36 & 55 yield a similar microstructure, which shows the uniform distribution of energy. At the higher P f :T s ratios (builds #7 & 10, see Figure 8 ), an average Vickers hardness of 215 + 11 (see Table 3 ) was observed. Microsegregation, which is a result of re-melting and re-solidification, was also detected at these higher ratios. Microsegregation is a result of excess energy going into the sample, which then leads to a low hardness value that is caused by re-solidification of material. At lower P f :T s ratios (build #81, see Figure 9 ), porosity tends to increase, due to the lack of energy for depositing and melting powder. The hardness value 221 + 11 is slightly lower than that of ideal conditions shown above. It should be noted that all these microhardness values obtained from the multilayered builds are higher than wrought 316L obtained in the cold rolled condition (220 HV). Looking at the literature, the micro hardness values obtained in this study are within the range found in [9, 15, 23, 24] . Figure 10 shows the fine cellular subgrain structure that was found in almost all the builds, but that was most predominant in the ideal P f /T s range of 0.011-0.013 g/mm. It was observed that at 1143 mm/min, the contact angle became too large and insufficient melting at those interfaces caused porosity. In general, it seemed that the high grain size number as per ASTM standard is only achievable with the very high solidification rates and an appropriate energy balance. As such, this fine cellular sub grain size yields a consistent hardness, which was experimentally observed (220 to 240 HV) within the experimentally determined optimal P f /T s range of 0.011-0.013 g/mm, as described in this article. It is possible that further optimization to increase the hardness could occur, but was beyond the scope of this current project. The general conditions of the multilayered builds for the selected beads are described below and representative microstructures are shown later. All the multilayered samples are left in the as-built conditions. As described in [15] , it is possible to see that our samples have elongated grains in the direction of thermocapillary convection from the melt pool and heat dissipation (see Figure 6) . Additionally, the EBSD performed on the as built 316L shows there is no preferred orientation. These grains range from 100-400 µm, which are made up of the fine cellular subgrains that are between 2-5 µm in size, which is in agreement with observations made in [7] . The microstructures of the representative Pf:Ts ratios are shown in Figures 7-9 . These clearly show the importance of controlling this ratio and how it has an influence on the final microstructure. Looking at the 508 mm/min travel speed (build #36, Figure 7) , it is possible to see a mixture of the fine cellular subgrain structure and elongated grains, giving an average microhardness of 227 + 9 (see column 6, Table 3 ). With an increase in travel speed to 762 mm/min and at a Pf:Ts Ratio of 0.011 g/mm, a similar structure is seen and also yields an average Vickers hardness of 229 + 11 (see column 6, Table 3 ). Recalling that our target range for Pf/Ts was between 0.011-0.013 g/mm, both the builds #36 & 55 yield a similar microstructure, which shows the uniform distribution of energy. At the higher Pf:Ts ratios (builds #7 & 10, see Figure 8 ), an average Vickers hardness of 215 + 11 (see Table 3 ) was observed. Microsegregation, which is a result of re-melting and re-solidification, was also detected at these higher ratios. Microsegregation is a result of excess energy going into the sample, which then leads to a low hardness value that is caused by re-solidification of material. At lower Pf:Ts ratios (build #81, see Figure 9 ), porosity tends to increase, due to the lack of energy for depositing and melting powder. The hardness value 221 + 11 is slightly lower than that of ideal conditions shown above. It should be noted that all these microhardness values obtained from the multilayered builds are higher than wrought 316L obtained Figure 5 , showing the larger grains resulting from thermocapillary convection from the melt pool and heat dissipation; (Right) EBSD of as received 316L [19] . Figure 5 , showing the larger grains resulting from thermocapillary convection from the melt pool and heat dissipation; (Right) EBSD of as received 316L [19] . Figure 6 . (Left) Micrograph of a region in Figure 5 , showing the larger grains resulting from thermocapillary convection from the melt pool and heat dissipation; (Right) EBSD of as received 316L [19] . Figure 5 , showing the larger grains resulting from thermocapillary convection from the melt pool and heat dissipation; (Right) EBSD of as received 316L [19] . Figure 9 . Multilayered build #81 (High P f :T s ) large porosity due to the lack of energy available from increased travel speed, Vickers: 221 ± 11. Figure 10 shows the fine cellular subgrain structure that was found in almost all the builds, but that was most predominant in the ideal Pf/Ts range of 0.011-0.013 g/mm. It was observed that at 1143 mm/min, the contact angle became too large and insufficient melting at those interfaces caused porosity. In general, it seemed that the high grain size number as per ASTM standard is only achievable with the very high solidification rates and an appropriate energy balance. As such, this fine cellular sub grain size yields a consistent hardness, which was experimentally observed (220 to 240 HV) within the experimentally determined optimal Pf/Ts range of 0.011-0.013 g/mm, as described in this article. It is possible that further optimization to increase the hardness could occur, but was beyond the scope of this current project. One important component of this work is looking at the energy of the build process both as calculated in [8] and that of the results obtained from our power measurement calorimetric system (PMCS) (see top right corner of Figure 2 ) to see if the energy metrics have a correlation to the results obtained through this experimental design. Looking first at the normalized equivalent energy density E * o for the DED builds in this study, the following results were obtained: for the high P f /T s ratio (0.026-0.031 g/mm) (builds #7 & 10), E * o was above 9, which agrees with the notion of excessive heat input as described in [8] and thus yields an unfavorable microstructure; looking at the ideal P f /T s ratio (0.011-0.013 g/mm) (builds #36 & 55), E * o was between 3.02-3.69, which is within the range reported in [8] , where an acceptable microstructure for 316L was between E * o : 2-4; finally, for the lower P f /T s ratio (0.007), E * o was 2.7, which would appear to be within the acceptable range and thus further analysis is required.
With respect to the calorimeter results, the measured energy presented in column seven of Table 3 shows a similar trend to that of the results of the normalized equivalent energy density E * o that was just presented. That is for the high P f /T s ratio (0.026-0.031 g/mm) (builds #7 & 10) measured energy above 300 kJ, which yields an unfavorable microstructure and lower hardness. Looking at the ideal P f /T s ratio (0.011-0.013 g/mm) (builds #36 & 55), the measured energy seems to be within the range of 217-244 kJ, which yields an acceptable microstructure and microhardness with a minimum porosity of 1.1%. Looking at the lower P f /T s ratio (0.007), it would appear that this measured energy of 233 kJ would also be acceptable (as it falls between 217-244 kJ); however, we did see the large pores (Figure 8 ) even though hardness and overall porosity (pore size 100-200 µm) were within an acceptable range.
It appears that an additional component to the energy analysis is required. As such, referring back to [20] , where the importance of net heat input was discussed and how small variations can have an impact on cooling rates and thus microstructures, might provide a better understanding. The net heat input values, as defined in Equation (2) , are presented in column 9 of Table 3 . After analysis, it would appear from these results that there is a minimum net heat input required to obtain satisfactory results, which is 9 J/mm. As such, looking back at build #81, it has a net heat input of 5.46 J/mm, which would fall below that minimum criteria and therefore would explain the large pores shown in Figure 8 .
Finally, if it appears that build #36 and build #55 yield the best results, how does one select which processing parameter to use? It is now possible with the results from the calorimeter to calculate the laser energy transfer efficiency (column 8 in Table 3 ). The laser energy transfer efficiency is a parameter that describes the fraction of energy that is absorbed by the workpiece from the total laser output energy [25] . In this work, the laser energy transfer efficiency is nothing more than a percentage of what was actually measured in terms of energy; in this case provided directly from the calorimeter to what was delivered by the laser. As such, this is an additional criteria that can be utilized to define which processing parameter yields the most efficient process in terms of energy consumption. This of great interest to industry. Looking at the values, it would appear that build #55 is the most efficient set of processing parameters.
Conclusions
The research conducted in this study demonstrates an experimental approach that defines the powder flow to travel speed ratio P f :T s (i.e., linear mass density) at a given power level which provides a consistent microstructure and microhardness for metallic DED, regardless of travel speed (above certain T s ). This was seen both in build #36 and build #55, where the range of the P f /T s ratio (0.011-0.013 g/mm) yielded a consistent microstructure with fine cellular subgrains in the order of 2-5 µm, with a microhardness above 227 HVN and porosity under 1.1%. Furthermore, the experimental results show that it is possible to maintain and control the fine cellular subgrains when following the appropriate ratio of powder feed to travel speed ratio and maintaining a net heat input above 9 J/mm. This work also shows that by maintaining the appropriate ratio, the microhardness values are consistent in each build, which is something that is critical for the future of MAM. This type of ratio is a metric that could potentially be utilized to help define standards of quality, but further investigations at other power levels and materials are required. The authors provide a simple design of an experiment that can quickly determine the ideal beads based on these ratios and then yield the consistent results when making larger samples. Finally, through the use of the calorimeter, an in-situ process could be utilized to define the minimum heat input and provide insight into the laser energy transfer efficiency. The work concluded here on DED has also found that the single bead methodology provides the possibility to calibrate both incoming materials and DED machines as a systems approach prior to any production perturbations, such as different lots of incoming materials. Future work will be carried out for 316L at additional power levels to validate this approach. 
